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Abstract:

Designing semiconductor chips is a complex, digitally mediated process. While already using
fully digitalized tools with various affordances, chip designers continue to augment their
cognitive efforts by using advanced computational tools in order to deal with growing
complexity of their design tasks. The introduction of such advanced computing capabilities
such as simulation introduces causal ambiguity in the process, which reconfigures the
designer-tool relationship, altering the temporal rhythms of work. Through a qualitative,
multi-project case study at one of the world’s largest semiconductor manufacturers, we show
that different types of affordances lead to different constructions of the temporal modes of
designing. We found that existing digital design tools afford a uni-threaded temporal mode of
designing by a sequential ordering of human and tool actions; advanced digital design tools
affords a multi-threaded temporal mode of designing by braiding together of multiple threads
of human and tool actions.
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computing. His work was published at leading academic journals such as MIS Quarterly,
Information Systems Research, Organization Science, the Communications of the ACM, and
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and the Journal of Information Technology, and is on the editorial boards of Organization
Science, Scandinavian Journal of Information Systems, and Information and Organization. He
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